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Gold – In Brief 
Huge events since the last report of course with Russia’s invasion of Ukraine generating huge repercussions through a variety of channels, some as yet unknown, but principally via shortages 
in the energy, certain metals and agricultural space.  
 
Gold traded to within five US dollars of the August 2020 highs before rolling over very rapidly as the initial ‘insurance effect’ diminished, despite justified fears of broad-based inflation and 
lower real GDP impacting returns in other asset classes. Concerns about stagflation and recession grew. (See the Google Trends charts for word searches on ‘stagflation’ and ‘recession’ 
below.)  
 
However, despite war and inflationary concerns, the relationship between gold and real yields remains reasonably robust. The low in the US 10-year Treasury-inflation linked yield of -1.1059 
pct on the 8th of March marked the high in gold, and the strong recovery in the yield (spiking up to -0.52 % as of March 16th) saw gold driven lower to US$1895. Since then, yields have 
oscillated but ultimately traded higher, but the resurgence in the price of crude has dominated yields as a gold drive this week. Rising crude prices are both a harbinger of inflation and a likely 
precursor to slower growth and a lower-yield world, both of which should encourage gold as a portfolio holding. 
 
The very recent price action takes gold to the 38.20 pct Fibonacci retracement of the move from the March high to the monthly low, a natural-looking level for gold to recover to after the hectic 
plunge from the highs, and one from which it is not entirely possible to discern how robust the recovery has been. Certainly, the powerful ‘shooting star’ formed in Weekly gold last week and 
the subsequent confirming price action recommend caution.  
 
China property continues under pressure and the sharp rise in US 30-year Mortgage rates implies a slowdown in the US property market as higher financing costs and inflation cuts into 
consumer spending. See below for China HY and US mortgage rate moves.   
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Money and yields 
US 10 Year TIPS yields volatile and swinging higher again, pushing gold from the recent high. US 5-year breakeven inflation breaking higher, as the market pivots to a higher ‘terminal’ level 
for rates. 10 year nominals the highest since May 2019, as bonds see 11 weeks of outflows, the longest run of outflows since Q4 2008.  (Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch.) 
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10-year US Treasury inflation-protected Yields                                                                                                    
10-year (real) yields move higher with targets in the medium-term to -0.41 pct. The long-term target is -0.125 pct, where trendline resistance provides a barrier.  
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Overview of Managed Money Positioning in Gold  
CME Gold Managed Money futures up to March the 22nd. MM longs stacked on a substantial increase in positions, peaking on March 1st before reducing by 3.50 mm FTozs. One month 
into the invasion and net positioning is (only?) about half a million FTozs above the average of the last sixteen years, indicating that geopolitics is not igniting the   
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Precious metals positioning and Volume-Weighted Average Pricing (Tables) 

  

Volume-weighted Average Price - GC Volume-weighted Average Price - SI
Published 28 March, 2022 Published 28 March, 2022

Week ending on: US$ VWAP Longs Shorts Net change Week ending on: US$VWAP Longs Shorts Net change
Tuesday, 22 March 2022 $1,928.04 -1,300,800 -160,300 -1,140,500 Tuesday, 22 March 2022 $25.15 -23,225,000 -2,150,000 -21,075,000 
Tuesday, 15 March 2022 $1,997.79 -1,591,300 52,300 -1,643,600 Tuesday, 15 March 2022 $26.18 -10,590,000 -7,405,000 -3,185,000 
Tuesday, 8 March 2022 $1,972.24 -570,500 -5,700 -564,800 Tuesday, 8 March 2022 $25.78 23,875,000 -8,050,000 31,925,000
Tuesday, 1 March 2022 $1,916.84 385,900 -578,600 964,500 Tuesday, 1 March 2022 $24.60 64,280,000 -18,950,000 83,230,000
Tuesday, 22 February 2022 $1,885.62 3,182,600 55,600 3,127,000 Tuesday, 22 February 2022 $23.79 12,310,000 -28,610,000 40,920,000

105,900 -636,700 742,600 66,650,000 -65,165,000 131,815,000

Volume-weighted Average Price - PLA
Published 28 March, 2022

Week ending on: US$ VWAP Longs Shorts Net change Week ending on: US$ VWAP Longs Shorts Net change
Tuesday, 22 March 2022 $1,021.18 -64,200 -139,050 74,850 Tuesday, 22 March 2022 $2,476.59 -14,700 5,800 -20,500 
Tuesday, 15 March 2022 $1,097.39 -377,800 6,850 -384,650 Tuesday, 15 March 2022 $2,826.65 -31,800 8,300 -40,100 
Tuesday, 8 March 2022 $1,110.80 328,750 -108,400 437,150 Tuesday, 8 March 2022 $2,862.32 29,300 -34,900 64,200
Tuesday, 1 March 2022 $1,073.85 74,050 64,300 9,750 Tuesday, 1 March 2022 $2,497.22 13,500 -13,100 26,600
Tuesday, 22 February 2022 $1,064.39 261,650 -155,450 417,100 Tuesday, 22 February 2022 $2,326.84 -1,900 9,300 -11,200 

222,450 -331,750 554,200 -5,600 -24,600 19,000

Weekly Change in Managed Money Positions
(Futures only)

Silver ETF Change in position -13,338,044 

Total change over period 118,476,956

 
Weekly Change in Managed Money Positions

(Futures only)

Palladium ETF Change in 
position 16,353

Total change over period 35,353

Weekly Change in Managed Money Positions
(Futures only)

Platinum ETF Change in 
position -121,593 

Total change over period 432,607

Weekly Change in Managed Money Positions
(Futures only)

Gold ETF Change in position 5,010,469

Total change over period 5,753,069
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Precious metals positioning and Volume-Weighted Average Pricing (Charts) 
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Weekly Ichimoku Cloud Chart 
Gold stalled at the August 2020 high before rolling back. Support at the Weekly Standard line was good. The huge rejection of the US$2075 highs created a trend-reversal candle which 
was confirmed the following week. Current major support at US$1908 from the Standard Line.  
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Daily Ichimoku Cloud Chart                                                                                      
Gold’s move from the low has (so far) run back up as far as the 38.20 pct Fibonacci retracement, a very normal low-energy bounce from the low. 
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Gold Hourly Point and Figure – Medium Term 
Adjusted for the recent volatility.  
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Price Targets via Point and Figure – Short Term 
After tracing out a well-defined line of resistance formed by the column of five ‘x’s at the top of the chart, gold rolled over and hit a multitude of downside targets. Below US$1922, look for 
US$1907-1910. On the upside, there is plenty of room to test trend line resistance, currently around US$1938-1940.   
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Gold in AUD via Weekly Ichimoku Cloud 
Aussie gold received an extra boost downwards as the AUD strengthened on higher commodity prices. Expecting deeper support at A$2,530. 
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Silver in USD (Weekly) 
The macro view of silver. Above the Weekly Turning and Standard lines, and in the cloud, from which it has struggled to break higher from. Resistance at US$25.76. Support at US$24.48. 
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Silver in USD – Hourly Point and Figure 
Targets for the XAGUUSD medium term. Recent price action gives more confidence to the US$24.33 target being reached.   
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Overview of Managed Money Positioning in Silver (Futures only)  
Silver Managed money length declined for the second week to 288 million Tozs from the yearly high so far of 322 million Tozs approx. Shorts are quite small, and still reducing, slowly. 
Overall positioning is not stretched by historic standards. 
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The Dollar – DXY  
Hourly Point and Figure. At a macro level, the broad Dollar index ran out of momentum after net capital outflows of US$ 53 billion in December, the first significant outflow since September 
2020. The subsequent rally fulfilled the targets to 97.22 and 97.1. Despite the bearish trend line, the targets to 97.90 and 97.22 look plausible.    
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AUD Weekly Ichimoku Cloud 
The AUD Weekly: a sharp rally on higher commodities, assisted by some incredibly low positioning and rising bond yields. Three-year bond yields are 2.41 % as of today, the highest level 
since late 2014. 
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The AUD Hourly Point and Figure 
The AUD rallies sharply as commodities rally. The Bloomberg Commodity index rallied almost 15 pct since February 25th. The improvement in Australia’s terms of trade has encouraged a 
change in the AUD’s net positioning via the ADA contract of 4 billion since mid-January, which can be taken as a reasonably proxy for changes in positioning elsewhere in the space that is 
unobservable, i.e., positioning in the OTC space.  
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AUD Positioning and VWAP 
AUD short covering has been a powerful element of the rally in the AUD. Short futures positioning has declined by about 6.32 billion between March 8th and March 22nd. (The chart below 
only displays futures positions held by the ‘Non-Commercials’.)    
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Where to From Here? 
 
Gold could not break above the 2020 high. 
 
After the news of the Russian invasion was absorbed, alongside the reality that 
things were not going to plan, longer-term drivers of the gold price reasserted 
themselves. 
 
Expectations (however unlikely) of a sharply higher interest rates through to 
2023 are causing a redeployment out of fixed income and stocks into cash 
(mainly) and to some degree gold, particularly via ETFs and physical bar buying. 
 
However, the sharp rise in inflation-linked bond yields and a higher USD is 
creating an overall head wind for gold. A higher ‘terminal’ level for US interest 
rates is gaining a broader consensus.  
 
Additionally, the recent high prices have attracted significant flows of secondary 
into the market, which are able to absorb the existing demand quite well for the 
time being.  
 
Longer term factors include expectations of higher crude as energy markets 
remain tight, coupled with likely slower growth in the aftermath.    
 
Silver physical demand does remain very brisk. 
 
 
 
Until next time, 
 
Nicholas Frappell 
Global General Manager, ABC Bullion 

 

Resistance 

US$2,172 Next as-yet unachieved target on the Daily 2% Point and Figure 

US$2,076 Recent high (August 2020 high.)  

US$1962 reaction high March 26th. 

 
Major Supports 

US$1,790 Trend line support extending from 2018 lows   

US$1,676 Just under recent low, adjacent to June 2020 lows.   

 
Targets (Upside) 

US$2,340 Basis Daily US$20 box size (Delta basis 1 Yr. Exp.)  27 % 

US$2,172 2% Daily Point and Figure. (Delta basis 1 Yr. Exp.) 36 % 

US$2,015 Basis hourly chart above (0.29 % box size) 3 mo. Exp. 37 % 

 
Targets (Downside) 

US$1,874 Basis hourly (0.25 % box size) 3 mo. Expiration 36 % 

US$1,580 Daily US$20 Point and Figure (Delta basis 1 Yr. Exp.) 11 % 

 

Nearby target probabilities basis spot US$1925 for 1 year (or 3 months if indicated) and 
created by solving for option delta on the Bloomberg option pricer. 

 



 

 

Disclaimer 
 
This article has been prepared by Australian Bullion Company (NSW) Pty Limited (ABN 82 002 858 602) (ABC). The information contained in this article or internet related link 
(collectively, Document) is of a general nature and is provided for information purposes only. It is not intended to constitute advice, nor to influence any person in making a 
decision in relation to any precious metal or related product. To the extent that any advice is provided in this Document, it is general advice only and has been prepared without 
taking into account your objectives, financial situation or needs (your Personal Circumstances). Before acting on any such general advice, we recommend that you obtain 
professional advice and consider the appropriateness of the advice having regard to your Personal Circumstances. If the advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition 
of any precious metal or related product, you should obtain independent professional advice before making any decision about whether to acquire it. 
 
Although the information and opinions contained in this document are based on sources we believe to be reliable, to the extent permitted by law, ABC and its associated entities 
do not warrant, represent or guarantee, expressly or impliedly, that the information contained in this document is accurate, complete, reliable or current. The information is subject 
to change without notice and we are under no obligation to update it. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. If you intend to rely on the information, 
you should independently verify and assess the accuracy and completeness and obtain professional advice regarding its suitability for your Personal Circumstances. 
 
To the extent possible, ABC, its associated entities, and any of its or their officers, employees and agents accepts no liability for any loss or damage relating to any use or reliance 
on the information in this document. 
 
This document may not be distributed or reproduced without consent. © Australian Bullion Company (NSW) Pty Limited 2022. 
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